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PUNEET KAUR
(Principal)

Chief Officer Balwant Singh  (A.N.O Junior Division)
Apart from grooming and preparing the youth for the future challenges in NCC Cadets are given various benefits in 
terms of job opportunities & scholarships. These incentives announced from time to time by the Central and State 
Govt in the field of employment as well as in academics and personal growth including medals, trophies, cash awards 
etc. A major incentive is in the form of vacancy reserved for 'C' certificate – holder cadets, to be  commissioned as an 
officer in the Indian Army. 

Senior Officer Rachna Sharma (A.N.O Junior Wing)
Days are gone when the students used to stick to their school books and notes to achieve high scores, having no 
exposure to the real world outside the books. Today, it has become very important for every student to get indulged into 
the extra curricular activities which help them to experience the world they're supposed to live in after completing 
their education. Hence, NCC  imparts practical knowledge of the outside world to the students through the means of 
various competitions, making a student confident, practical and self-sufficient. These activities not only work as a 
stress buster but also help the students to expand their mental horizons. NCC not only benefits the candidates in 
improving their overall personality and but also puts them on the priority list while being selected for a job in future.
 If any student has a dream to join the army, there is nothing better than to join NCC in the school. Secondly, NCC 
prepares us physically and mentally. It makes us learn many things, which otherwise we won't get a chance  in life. 
Discipline, basic arms training, team ethics, following orders, various kinds of physical activities, sports, tours to 
remote areas, etc. are some of the things we experience and learn in NCC. These lessons are invaluable and make the 
journey of learning beautiful.

Lieutenant Sonia Kumari  (A.N.O Senior Wing)
It is a matter of great proud to pen down my experience as ANO Senior Wing. I was over whelmed when I got the 
opportunity to represent my school with this status.
My journey started on 08 Feb 2021 when I had to attend PRCN course at OTA Gwalior. I came to know about the vast 
expansion of NCC and its importance for the students.
The NCC has two divisions: senior and junior. The senior division is meant for college students and the junior for 
school boys/ girls. The boys/girls who join the NCC are called NCC cadets. The Cadets in the Senior Division are 
given training in drill, weapons, map reading, field craft, first aid, and citizenship. The Cadets in the Junior Division 
are given training in drill, elementary map reading, elementary field craft, first aid, and citizenship. Just like the Army, 
the N.C.C. also has three wings: Infantry, Air Force and Navy. Out of the entire training period, every cadet of the 
Senior and Junior Division has to undergo service training for a minimum period of 75% of total hours during the 
annual session, which is compulsory for every cadet except in the case of some medical case. 
Today NCC has become very popular. It is the need of the hour. For this reason the Government has made the NCC compulsory in 
school and colleges. Every student should join the NCC by doing so; he/ she can be useful to the country and society. NCC develops 
all round confidence and responsibility among the cadets.

Anil Kumar  (C T Senior Division)
It was my childhood dream to do something for my Motherland. My this dream became true when I got the chance as 
NCC instructor for Senior Wing.The School has an Independent Unit of  NCC Junior Wing and Senior Wing. Every 
student can become the member of N.C.C.My dear students I want to share the advantages of the N.C.C. It makes the 
youth of the country disciplined, dutiful, and physically fit. They learn how to obey and command. They become smart 
and clever. The training enhances the awareness level of cadets for being responsible human beings. The training 
provides opportunities and motivates cadets to enhance their knowledge, awareness levels of life and soft 
communication skills, character building & personality development. Compulsory NCC training is imparted right 
from Class VI to XII where by our cadets grow to be disciplined, honest, patriotic, secular and wedded to the national 
cause transcending all barriers of caste, creed and language. All boys of classes IX and X are required to attend Annual 
Training Camps at selected places during vacation.
The purpose of this post is to inform you about the possible advantages of taking up NCC. I am looking forward that my 
views will help you to join NCC to explore your potential.  

NCC HARDTASK MASTERS

We generate fears while we sit. We overcome them by action.
-DR HENRY LINK



PRT Music

  Music is important for students as it 

assists them to get a well-rounded education. 

When music works in harmony with other 

subjects it helps to enhance child's self-esteem 

and prepares them for bright future. Music 

helps with memorization as it creates a positive atmosphere for 

boosting memory. It also helps students to develop motor skills, 

expand communication and imagination. Music makes students 

happy as they experience positive emotions like delight, joy and 

affection.  

Renu Badyal

PRT Dance

 Dance has been an important part of 
ceremony, ritual, celebration and entertainment 
since the earliest civilization. Dance can be a way 
to stay t for people of all ages, shapes and sizes. 
Learning a variety of dance styles allows for 
versatility in the way our body is able to translate 

movement and choreography. As a dance teacher, I believe that 
through dance students learn team work, can focus properly and 
improve their skills. Dance also awakens new perceptions in 
children, which help them to learn and think in a new way. It also 
enhances skill of perception, observation and concentration which 
undoubtedly help students in all spheres of life. To me, dance is a 
joyous and relaxing feeling. It is a gift that brings people together with 
creativity and music.

Seema Bhatti

PRT Art & Craft
 
Art and craft describes a wide variety involving 
making things with one's hands. Both children 
and adults enjoy Art and Craft . Through Art and 
Craft children learn value and appreciate 
artifacts and images across cultures and times . 

They learn to act and think like designers and artists, working 
intelligently and creatively. By integrating Art and craft in school 
curriculum we will invest in building their cognitive, physical and 
social development. The Art and Craft in school curriculum help in 
development of ne motor skills, Improvement of hand - eye 
coordination,  learn to appreciate art and culture, enhance creativity, 
boost condence, enhancing self-expression, helps in socializing, 
sharpens skill of decision making, enhances memory and  visual 
learning. When integrated with scholastic areas, art and craft helps 
in boosting academic performance. There is no doubt that these are 
fun  activities for kids, be it colouring with crayons or making 
miniature statues  with clay , folding papers to create ne origami or 
designing a handmade card, the art and craft activities  can also 
enhance the interest of  children and exploit their artistic potential.

Rajni Bala Chib

TGT Art & Craft
 
“Art is the oxygen that makes all the other 
subjects breathe”
Art is a vast eld. “Mother Nature” is the best 
example of art. It is an expression which makes a 
learner motivated to learn. The primary aim for 

the visual arts programme is that the students will develop creative 
ways of expressing themselves and use art as a form of expression, 
creativity communication through painting, sculpture, origami craft 
activities etc. With the use of colors, texture, patterns and many more 
in different materials organic as well as inorganic, a learner can 
express himself or herself, beauty, joy and various other emotions 
through painting, sculpture etc.
Art enhances ne motor skills, hand eye coordination, problem 
solving skills, complex analysis and critical thinking skills. It builds 
condence as well as a sense of individual identity. Studying Art 
provides the opportunity to acquire new skills as well as knowledge of 
different art forms, media and techniques. You can also gain 
specialist skills in areas such as photography and digital 
technologies.

Arti Kohli

MESSAGES BY ACTIVITY TEACHERS

The man who has condence in himself gains the condence of others.
-HASIDIC PROVERB



PUNEET KAUR
(Principal)

Deep Kishore Singh  (PGT PHE)

Sports, Education, and Health are intrinsically linked to each other and together 
contribute significantly to youth development, in a holistic manner.Physical education 
helps in developing students' competence and confidence. It helps them to take part in a 
wide range of physical activities that are crucial to their lives— both in and out of 
school.The school aims to provide students with knowledge, skills, capacities, values, 
and the enthusiasm to mold a healthy lifestyle into adulthood.Our school is promoting 
many health activities through our Health and Wellness club. TheIncharges conduct 
basic health screening and guide students about various preventive measures to remain 
healthy. They also provide information about nutritional and nutrient-rich food items. 
School conducts various workshops on Adolescent Education Programmes  dealing with 
emotional problems. Our school has made physical education an essential part of its education 
program because we are aware of the importance of physical education and a healthy mix of 
academic, non-academic, and physical education activities for the holistic growth of the children.

Sneha Choudhary  (TGT PHE)

Sports have been viewed as a way to stay healthy and fit. Sports help in the overall 
development of the students. Playing sports teaches lesson of life, such as teamwork, 
accountability, self-confidence, responsibility and self-discipline. Keeping in mind the 
need for physical and the mental wellbeing of the students during the pandemic situation 
and to enhance consistency and sustain motivation, regular sports classes are being held 
online for the primary, middle and senior school students. The fitness regimen consists of 
stretching and warm up exercises, free hand exercises, aerobic and zumba sessions, 
jumps and squats, brain gym and balancing activities, hand and eye co-ordination games.

Sunil Singh Yadav  (TGT Sports)

Sports and physical activities for overall development of students in school.

Sports and games are means of mental and physical growth. Sports help how to maintain mental balance IN 
THE MIDST OF HOPES AND DESPAIR. Sports guides us learn how to tackle the difcult situation. Sports 
develops a sense of friendliness.

Sports and physical activities are essential at all times and even more during lockdown period when everyone 
is housebound. While it may be tempting to park children in front of a screen to keep them quiet or distract 
them, it is important that everyone gets enough exercise.

Online physical activity classes keep students active and ensure they don't lose touch with their skills. Online physical 
classes also help students to beat boredom by giving them something worthwhile to engage it.

MESSAGES BY ACTIVITY TEACHERS

“Creativity is intelligence having fun!”
-ALBERT EINSTEIN



Rashav Singh (PRT PTI)

It has been seen that physical education & sports always play an important role in overall development of a child. The classes of 
physical education and sports during COVID have been proved to enhance mental and physical development, life skills and its 
importance in academic performance.

On one side where the stagnation all around the world was observed, physical education & sports play the supreme role in motivating 
the students for maintaining their physical and mental health, it has been helping to overcome the trauma of pandemic as well. 

Physical tness through Yogic Asanas and physciological as well as neuro muscular development was boosted up with the help of 
various tness challenges and recreational games assigned to them throughout session. Resulting in improved imunity which 
protects them from chaos and help them in transforming themselves to be more condent, stronger, focused and disciplined than 
before. 

MESSAGES BY ACTIVITY TEACHERS

Rakesh Vaishnavi  (PRT PTI)

 “A sound body makes a sound mind”

Dear students,
A physically active life style helps to generate more energy, control your weight, manage stress and boost 
your immune system. It provides psychological and emotional benefits, contributing to your sense of 
competence and well being.
It offers protection against various ailments like heart attack, high blood pressure, diabetes, depression and 
anxiety.
Exercise increases your physical capacity so that you are better able to meet the challenges of daily life 
with energy and vigour. 

You are never too old to set another Goals or to dream a new dream.
-C S LEVIS



REPUBLIC DAY CELEBRATION

26 JAN is a day of national rejoicing and a red letter day in our country. The day is celebrated with great pomp and show, zeal and spirit throughout the length and 
breadth of the country. This day is celebrated all over India with great gratication and joy. It's a day to honour the Constitution of independent India. On the 
auspicious morning of 26th Jan 2021, our school celebrated Republic Day in the school premises. It was the matter of great pride for all of us. Needless to say, the whole 
school had worn the appearance of a beautiful bride. The Principal and teachers didn't want to leave any stone unturned in making this monumental day a 
memorable one. The energetic performances by the teachers and the infectious beats of patriotic songs lled the crowd with great energy and enthusiasm. The 
heartfelt renditions of patriotic songs aroused feelings of love and brotherhood among all.

LOHRI CELEBRATION

Lohri is an auspicious festival of fertility which brings spark in our lives. Army Public School Jammu Cantt also celebrated the function of  Lohri in the school 
premises with gaiety and enthusiasm.
The scared bonre was lit to initiate the celebration. Story of “Dhulla Bhatti Wala “, was narrated to create awareness among students. Kiranjot Kour of class X 
delivered a speech based on Lohri celebration. Teachers sang melodious song immersed in rich cultural folklore of Punjab. To add fun Ms Seema Bhatti sang Lohri 
song “Sunder Munderiye “.  Students and teachers showcased their dancing skill on bhangra beats. 
The Principal blessed everyone and emphasized that Lohri festival prompts people to be thankful for God's provision and also encouraged teachers to play a vital role 
to keep the tradition and culture alive in our festivities.

ARMY DAY CELEBRATION

Army Public School Jammu Cantt, expressed its admiration and gratitude to the Indian Army by celebrating Army Day with great zeal. This day, which is celebrated 
on January 15 every year, is a historic day because on this very day General KM Cariappa became the rst Indian to take charge of the Indian Army in 1949. He took 
over from the last English commander of our nation's army after India got freedom from British rule. This day is a grand celebration of India's military might and its 
unsung personnel.
To mark the signicance of this day, Lakshmi of class X-A  started the programme. Adhitya of class X, Eklavya Sharma of class I-B and Stavya Sharma of class II-D 
shared their views about how we can serve our nation. Melodious patriotic songs were sung by Suhani, Sarandeep Singh, Sumit Kumar and Vertika Singh. Himani, 
Shakira and Khwaish displayed their talent in the form of dance to show the respect and gratitude towards the Indian Army.
Bavleen Kour, Roshan Singh, Kunal, Prince Kumar and Manjot Singh perfomed beautiful skit  with great zeal and zest. The Principal of the school Ms Puneet Kaur 
explained the heroic efforts of the Indian Army. She also appreciated the efforts of teachers and students for creating awareness about understanding the importance 
of patriotism and expressed her reverence for the Indian Army.

RAVELRY

Things work out best for those who make the best of how things work out.
-JOHN WOODEN



PARIKSHA PE CHARCHA

Pariksha Pe Charcha is part of the larger movement - 'Exam Warriors' - led by Prime Minister Narendra Modi to create a 
stress-free atmosphere for youngsters. It is a movement that is driven by Prime Minister Narendra Modi's efforts to 
bring together students, parents, teachers and the society to foster an environment where the unique individuality of 
each child is celebrated, encouraged and allowed to express itself fully. Knowledge and holistic development of students 
are given primary importance. The Prime Minister urges everyone to put exams in the right perspective, rather than 
making it a life-and-death situation punctuated by undue stress and pressure. This year in “Pariksha Pe Charcha” the 
students and teachers of Army Public School Jammu Cantt participated in creative writing essay competition and got 
certicate of appreciation. 

HAPPY SATURDAY APSJC

On 20 March, 2021 on World's Happiness Day our school has taken an initiative to introduce happy hours for staff 
members on every 3rd Saturday of each month. In the morning from 8:30 a.m to 9:00 a.m, aerobics and zumba sessions 
were arranged for teachers  by Ms Sneha Choudhary  and Ms Ramneek Kour.
From 9:30 to 10:30 a.m, there was  an interactive session between the Principal ma'am and teachers. A basketball match 
was organised between teachers from 12:00 noon to 2:00 p.m. in which 4 rounds were played between the 2 teams in 
which Team A became winner with the lead of 4 points. The score of team A was 28 and the score of team B was 24.
In the Happy Hour, the idea is to break the monotony and to give opportunity to showcase the talents. At the crux of such 
an initiative lies the belief that a major part of one's happiness is within one's control. 

RAVELRY

Failure will never overtake if my determination to succeed is strong enough.
-OG MANDINO



Teachers retire with pride, and they leave behind a bunch of 
memories, some very successful students and a great career 

which they can always feel proud about. Ms. Pinky Raina was the  
most dedicated teacher who always taught to follow discipline 
and etiquette. She had contributed a lot to Army Public School 
Jammu Cantt in the eld of education and other recreational 
work. She had been in this respected position and service for over 
26 years. She joined Army Public School Jammu Cantt on 04 May 
1994 and had her superannuation on 31st March 2020.She had 
imparted the right knowledge and skills to the students with 
dedication and passion. She was a benevolent mentor for all of us.
Her innovative and visionary ideas will always motivate us to 
thrive for the best. She was awarded with many awards like 
Innovative Teacher award on 08 September 2019 by CED 
Foundation in Delhi, Award of Accomplishment by Prayaas. She 
made very interesting and easy ways to all the events 
celebrations in the school through her dedicated support and 
creative mind. She taught everyone to be happy and condent. 
She was an excellent teacher who made subjects really very easy 
and interesting.  She has changed the mindset towards study by 
telling ways for effective learning. She treated her kids with 
respect and was always ready and interested in helping and 
supporting them. She always motivated her students to love the 
subjects she used to teach. She created a positive impact on their 

lives that reshaped their vision and their purpose. She was like a mother gure for students, behaved like a friend when anyone 
needed a friend, like an educationist during study time. 
Ms Pinky Raina arranged a wonderful feast for the APSJC family. The school also bid an emotional adieu to such an 
extraordinary teacher whose qualities make her different than others in the school. She was very appreciative, inspiring and 
supported in nature. Her contribution to our school is really appreciable. 
We, the APSJC family, wish her a successful future. 

VALEDICTION

We may encounter many defeats but we must not defeated.
-MAYA ANGELOU
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